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Problem 1 (5 points): 
Grader:  0.714 point per correct answer round up; minimum of 1 point. 
Alexandra has 6 coins. All of them are pennies or dimes. What are all the possible amounts of money she 
might have? 
 
Answer: 6, 15, 24, 33, 42, 51, 60 
 
 
Problem 2 (5 points): 
Grader:  1.25 point per correct answer round up; minimum of 1 point. 
Find the value of each letter so that the multiplication works: 
 
 

 W X Y Z 
x    4 
 Z Y X W 

W = 2 
X = 1 
Y = 7 
Z = 8 

 

 
 
Problem 3 (5 points): 
Grader:  5 point per correct answer; minimum of 1 point. 
Benjamin bought a chess set for $25 after 15% off and a book for $12 after 5% off. What percent discount did 
he receive on the total purchase? 
 
Answer: [(.15)*25/(1-.15)+(.05)*12/(1-.05)]/(25/(1-.15)+12/(1-.05)) = 11.99% or 12% 
 
 
Problem 4 (5 points): 
Grader:  5 points per correct answer; minimum of 1 point. 
A phone company has 25 computer-controlled switching systems. Each system handles 700,000 calls per 
hour. The system works with 97% accuracy. How many calls would not be accurately handled in one day? 
 
Answer: 25*24*700000*(1-.97) = 12,600,000 
 
Problem 5 (5 points): 
Grader:  5 points per correct answer; minimum of 1 point. 
A video arcade offers 6 free games to first time customers. In addition, each game costs $.75 with a free game 
for every game that you buy. How many games could you play for $3.00 the first time you play there? 
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Answer: =6+2*(3.00/0.75)=14 games 
 
 
 
 
Problem 6 (10 points): 
Grader:  2.5 points per correct name and round up; minimum of 1 point. 
Amy, Betty, David and Ed have last names of Gonzales, Jackson, Keller and Perez, though not in that order. 
They recently participated in a 5k race and they all finished the race in a different position. From the clues 
below match the first and last names and determine in what order they finished the race. 

1. Jackson said she would have finished higher if she had not slipped at the start of the race. 
2. Ed finished ahead of Perez, but behind Betty 
3. Amy finished directly behind Gonzales 
4. Neither David nor Ed finished third 

 
Answer:  
First name Last name Rank in race 

Betty ___Keller___________ _1st_____ 
Ed ___Gonzales________ _2nd_____ 

Amy Option A: Perez 
Option B Jackson___ _3rd_____ 

David Option A: Jackson 
Option B: Perez___ _4th_____ 

 
	
Problem 7 (5 points): 
Grader:  5 points per correct answer; minimum of 1 point. 
The ratio of the number of boys to the number of girls at school is 4:5. If there are 120 boys, how many 
students are there altogether?      
 
 Answer: ______x = 120*(9/4) = 270______ 
 
Problem 8 (5 points): 
Grader:  5 points per correct answer; minimum of 1 point. 
There are 3 kids in a family-Anna, Peter and Maria. Anna can clean the house in 1 hour, Peter can do the 
same job in 3 hours and Maria needs 6 hours. 
 
For how many minutes do they need to work to clean the house if they do it together? 
 
Answer: In 6 hours, Anna will do 6 times the work, Peter will do 2 times the work and Maria will just finish the 
work. So if they work together they would do 9 times the work required in 6 hours. Answer: 360/9 = 40 minutes. 
	

Problem 9 (5 points): 
Grader:  5 points per correct answer; minimum of 1 point. 
A group of workers agreed on a very strange payment schedule. Each of them will get $100 for every day that 
they work, but for every day they do not work they have to return $25. After 30 days they realized they did not 
earn any money. How many days did the workers not work? 

Answer: (4/5)*30. That means they did not work for 24 days. 


